GEMTEX PRE-RENDER CHECKLIST
Thank you for the opportunity to quote on your pool lining
There are the things we need to be completed in readiness so we can commence your pool interior without delay, as the pool requires filling on the
day immediately the render is finished.


The pool will need to be cleaned out and free from all forms of rubbish of any kind prior to our tradesmen arriving on site. Should you
require us to do a full preparation, please advise us in advance and we will quote accordingly.



An approved permanent or temporary fence will need to be in place before we can commence.



The coping and waterline tiles must be finished and grouted with any expansion joints filled and all items cleaned off.



The filtration will need to be in place and operational.



Any lights or other internal fittings that need to be in screwed in place should be done in advance where necessary.



For both structural and economical reasons Gemtex renders are limited in the thickness of their application. Steps, walls etc that have
excessive hollows or back falls may need to be addressed in advance. Please call for clarification



All the eyeballs suction covers, hydro cover, Polaris wall rings, light, light rings and screws must be available on site. Please double check
as this can lead to additional costs if a delay occurs



An uninterrupted supply of clean water and 240V power need to be available within 30 meters of the pool.



Every attempt will be made to keep the site and surrounds clean and free of rubbish and we will work with you in this respect, however it is
a building site, it must be understood that we will be working with cement based products and we require a position on site to clean our
equipment as this cannot be done off site.
Please advise our crew of your preferred clean up area when they arrive on site



If your project is a renovation we will require a position on site for a skip bin for the entire duration of the job.



If the pool has glass fencing we will do our utmost to work but cleanly we do not accept liability, please ensure that the fence is completely
covered /masked in advance to prevent any splashing onto the glass.
Note: While every effort will be made, and we do clean up after we finish, we are not commercial cleaners.



If your property has trees surrounding your pool that may drop leaves, flowers and nuts; please ensure these do not drop onto the pool
floor before it is filled as they can cause tannin staining. We will leave the pool surface spotless but will not be responsible for organic
droppings once we are finished and or leave the site. If necessary we suggest you cover the pool with a cheap tarp to keep leaves etc off
until the pool is filled and until the surface is cured.



The pool interior installation will take the greater part of a day to install so if there is no Porta-Loo available on site and if at all possible
the use of a toilet for our trade’s people would be greatly appreciated.



Fair access must be provided for our material and machinery; should this be through your garage or up your driveway. Our tradesmen will
be on site early so please arrange to move your vehicles in advance of our arrival. Difficulty in access will require additional labour to get
machinery and materials on site and could incur an additional charge.



Should you have pets please arrange to have them tied up or kennelled away from the work site and any droppings removed prior as we
will have various items such as tarps and hoses running across the area.



If the site is a building site with a house under construction then it must be finished completely and the builder vacated the site

PLEASE DO NOT arrange for other tradespeople to be on site on the day of application. We require clear access in and around the
pool, in order to complete the project to the highest standard.
Once an installation date is agreed upon your pool must be ready, relevant to all of the above criteria BEFORE this date. Should this
not be the case and our team arrives on site we may not legally be able to complete the works which could cause you unnecessary
expense for lost time.
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If you have any questions please take the time to discuss this with us prior to ensure the installation goes smoothly.
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